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ON HYPERSURFACES IN EVEN DIMENSIONAL
CONTACT RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS

BY ISUKE SATO

Introduction. An even dimensional differentiable manifold M is called an
even dimensional contact manifold, if it admits a 1-form η such that (dη)nΦθ,
where dim M—2n. Then there exists naturally an almost Kahlerian structure
on M. Such a manifold was recently studied from the differential geometric
point of view by K. Yano and Y. Muto [8], [9], T. Nagano [1] and S. Sasaki
C3].

In the present paper we study hypersurfaces of an even dimensional contact
Riemannian manifold. In § 1 we recall first of all the definition of even dimen-
sional contact Riemannian manifolds and some identities which hold in such
manifolds and after some preliminaries, § 2 contains some identities which hold
for hypersurfaces in an even dimensional contact Riemannian manifold. In § 3
we prove that if the hypersurface satisfies certain condition, it admits a contact
structure. In § 4 an integral formula is obtained for closed hypersurfaces with
constant mean curvature and applying the integral formula we prove that, under
certain conditions, the hypersurface in question is totally umbilical. Finally in
§ 5 we consider an even dimensional contact Riemannian manifold in which the
structure vector field ξ is contravariant almost analytic and study a hyper-
surface in this manifold.

1. Even dimensional contact Riemannian manifolds. A 2n-dimensional
differentiable manifold M is said to have an even dimensional contact structure
and called an even dimensional contact manifold if there exists a 1-form η, to
be called the contact form, on M such that

(1.1) (dη)»Φ0

everywhere on M, where drj is the exterior derivative of η.
In terms of local coordinate {yκ} of M the contact form η and its exterior

derivative are expressed as

(1.2) V

d
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where λ, μ run through the range 1, 2, •••, 2n and we have put

(1.3) Fλμ=dλημ-dμηλ, dλ=d/dyλ.

Then Fλμ is a skew-symmetric covariant tensor field on M and has rank 2n
everywhere over M. Therefore, there exists uniquely a skew-symmetric contra-
variant tensor field Fλκ over M such that

FλμF^=-δλ

κ.
We put

then ξλ is a contravariant vector field over M which vanishes on Mo, denoting
the set of zero points of η by Mo. It is well-known that there exists a Rieman-
nian metric Gλμ and an almost complex structure

F λ—F Gvλ

such that (Fμ

λ, Gλμ) is an almost Hermitian structure over M (Sasaki [3]). We
call M with such tensor fields an even dimensional contact Riemannian manifold
and (ημ, Fμ

λ, Gμυ) its structure tensors. (Fμ

λ, Gμv) is an almost Kahlerian struc-
ture.

If we put
ξμ=Gμλξ\ ηλ

we can easily verify the following relations:

Fμ

λξλ=ημi Fμ

ληλ=-ξμ.

2. Hypersurfaces. Let M be a (2n—l)-dimensional oriented differentiable
manifold and i be an immersion of M into a 2n-dimensional contact Riemannian
manifold M with the structure (ημ, Fμ

λ, Gμv). We assume throughout the paper
that the sets M and Mo has no intersection. In terms of local coordinates
(x1, -" , x271'1) of M and (y1, •••, y271) of Mthe immersion i is locally expressed by

y*=y'(x1, >» , x**-1).

If we put Bι

λ—diy
λ

1 di=d/dx\ then Bt

x are (2n—1) local vector fields in M
spanning the tengent space at each point of M. A Riemannian metric g on M
ishnaturally induced from the Riemannian metric G on M by the immersion in
such a way that

(2.1) gj^G^B/BS.

We take the unit normal C^to M in such a way that B^, B2

λ, •••, 52n_1

yl, Cλ give
the positive orientation of M.
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Let H%3 be the second fundamental tensor of the immersion z. Then the
equations of Gauss and those of Weingarten are written as

(2.2) ΓjB^HjtC*,

(2.3) F , C ' = - # , ' £ / ,

where V3 is the so-called van der Waerden-Bortolotti covariant differentiation,
where FjBt and V3C are defined respectively by

I and { } being the ChristoffeΓs symbols of M and M respectively.

The transform F^Bf of the tangent vector field Bt

μ by Fμ

λ can be repre-
sented as a sum of its tangential part and its normal part, that is,

(2.4) F/Bf^fSBS+ftC*,

By the similar way, we can easily see that

(2.5) F/C^-fB/, (/<=/,*").

On the other hand, ψ being tangent to M is expressed as a linear com-
bination of Biλ and Cλ. Hence we can put

(2.6) ηλ

which implies

(2.7) Ui=VχBt

λ, r=ηλC
λ.

Moreover we have

(2.8) ξx=Fμ

λ7f=

It is well-known that an orientable hypersurface in an almost Hermitian mani-
fold have an almost contact metric structure (Tashiro [5]). In our case, we find
that {ft

h, ft, gji) is an almost contact Riemannian structure and so the following
relations:

(2.9)
/y*'=o, / 4 Λ=I

hold good.
From (2.4) we have

(2.10) fth=FvμB%»B/'g>h, frCxFfBf.

Differentiating (2.7)j covariantly and making use of (2.2), (2.7)2, we have
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or

(2.11)

where we denote by Vμ the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to

Substituting (1.3) into (2.10) we have

(using (2.11)),
or

(2.12) / , i = f > 4 - F , t t , .

from which we see that the 2-form f—fjidxd/\dxx is closed.

3. Contact hypersurfuces. We consider an orientable hypersurface M in
M. We assume in this section that the unit normal Cλ of M is represented as
a linear combination of the vector fields ηλ and ξλ and that rjλ is not perpendi-
cular to M. Then Cλ can be expressed as

(3.1) C*=aηΛ+βξ>,

where a and β are some scalar functions. By means of (2.6) and (2.8), we have

from which, by assumption, we have

(3.2) au>+βW%>

(3.3) ar+βu%ft=l.

Suppose that β=0 at some point of M. In that case, from (3.2) we have uJ=0f

because of aφO. Hence by virtue of (2.7) ηλ is perpendicular to M, which is a
contradiction for our assumption. Consequently we see that βφQ at each point
of M.

Transvecting (3.2) with f3 and using (2.9), we have

(3.4) au>fj-βr=0.

From (3.3) and (3.4), we have

(3.5) r-α/(α2+/52), u%=β/(a2+βη.

Transvecting (3.2) with / / and making use of (2.9) and (3.5)2, we have

(3.6) au%k-βuk+(β2/(a2^-β2))fk=0.

Again transvecting (3.6) with fk

ι we have
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or making use of (3.5)2

(3.7) auk-(aβ/(a2+β2))fk+βu>ff=O.

From (3.6) and (3.7) we have

u*=φ/(a*+β*))fk.

Now if we define 1-form / and 2-form φ on M by

f=ftdx\ φ=ftJdx'dx\

then (/, φ) is an almost cosymplectic structure (Okumura [2]), that is,

Moreover if we define a 1-form u by u—Ufdx1, we have

which together with (2.12) shows that 1-form u is a contact 1-form on M and
then Mis a contact hypersurface. Summing up the result above, we have the
following:

THEOREM 3.1. Let M be an orientable hypersurface in an even dimensional
contact Riemannian manifold. If the unit normal of M is represented as a linear
conbination of the two vectors η and ξ and η is not prependicular to M, then the
hypersurface admits a contact structure.

As a special case of Theorem 3.1, we have

THEOREM 3.2. A (2n—l)-dimensional sphere in a In-dimensional Euclidean
space is a contact hypersurface.

Proof We put in a 2n-dimensional Euclidean space E2n

η= 2 (χn+adxa-xadxn+a)/2

where x1, •••, x2n are Cartesian coordinates. Then we see that

Vμ-{2 ' T )' ξ~~\ΊΓx'ΊΓ )f

β

0

0\
δβj'

By virtue of these equations we can easily see that E2n admits an even dimen-
sional contact Riemannian structure (Sasaki [3]).

Now, we consider a (2n—l)-dimensional sphere S in E2n:
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Then ζ is a unit normal to S and η is a tangent to S. Consequently our asser-
tion follows immediately from Theorem 3.1.

4. Closed hypersurfaces in which covariant differential of ξ is proportional
to the displacement along the hypersurfaces. We consider a closed orientable
hypersurface M immersed in M. We always assumed in this section that the
covariant differential of the vector field ξ is proportional to the displacement
along M and that the mean curvature is a constant. By assumption, we have

(4.1) rtξλ=pBi*,

p being a scalar function on M.
In (2.8) putting

v>=u*fS-rf\ s=u*f%,
we have

By assumption we find

(4.2) PiVj=pgt,+sH%,,

(4.3) HtJv>+Γts=0.

From (4.2) we have

Integrating over M, we find

(4.4) f IQn-Dp+s

where dV denotes the volume element of M.
We now compute V^H^v0):

But, from the equation of Codazzi:

RvμλκBc

vBfBh

λσ=F'jHto-PiHj*,

R»μλκ being the curvature tensor of M, we have, making use of BfBh

xgi

=Gμ*_CμC2f

R^B C^-VtHS
and consequently we have
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Thus, integrating over M, we have

(4.5)

If Hz

ι=0, M is totally geodesic and consequently totally umbilical. In the case
where Ht

xΦθ, forming (4.5)-(4.4)x(l/(2n-l))#Λ we have

f RVKB3

vv>CKdV=\ s(HjiHji-(l/(2n-l))Hι

ιH/)dV,
J M

 J J M

or

(4.6) jMRVKB/v>C«dV=jMs(Wi--2^Ha

ag»^^

Suppose that

J RvκB»v>CκdVSQ (resp. SO), s>0 (resp. <0),

then we have

that is, the hypersurface under consideration is totally umbilical. From (2.7)!
and (2.10)2 we have s=utfi=Cχξλ. Thus we have

THEOREM 4.1. Let M be a closed orientable hypersurface of an even dimen-
sional contact manifold and assume that the covariant differential of the structure
vector field ξ is proposional to the displacement along M. If

(i) the mean curvature is constant,

(ii) f RnB/v'C'dV^O (SO),

(iii) the scalar product Cλξ
λ does not change the sign (and is not =0), then

the hypersurface is totally umbilical.

N. B. (i) If the ambient manifold Mis a Kahler-Einstein manifold, then
RVKBJ

vvJCtc=0 holds and consequently the second condition of Theorem 4.1 is
automatically satisfied.

(ii) In a sphere S appeared at the last section, the vector field ξ satisfies
the equation (4.1) together with p=l/2.

5. The case where ζ is almost analytic. In this section we consider a 2n-
dimensional contact Riemannian manifold M in which the vector field ξ is a
contravariant almost analytic one with respect to the almost complex structure
F (Yano [7]). In an even dimensional Euclidean space appeared in § 3 the
vector ξ is just contravariant almost analytic.

By assumption

(5.1)
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holds good, denoting Lie derivation with respect to ξ by -£(£). A vector field ξ
is called to be homothetic Killing if -C(ξ)Gμλ=2cGμλ, c=constant and c to be
homothetic constant. The following theorems are known:

THEOREM 5.1 (Sasaki [4]). In a 2n-dimensιonal contact Riemannian mani-
fold, the vector field ξ is contravanant almost analytic if and only if ξ is homo-
thetic Killing with the homothetic constant 1/2.

THEOREM 5.2 (Yano [6], [11]). Let M be an n-dimensional onentable Rie-
mannian manifold and M a closed hypersurface in M whose first mean curvature
is constant. We suppose that M admits a 1-parameter group of homothetic trans-
formations such that the inner product of the generating vector ξ and the normal
C to the hypersurface has constant sign on M, and the Ricci curvature R(C, C)
with respect to the normal C is non-negative on M. Then every point of M is
umbilical and R(C, C)=0 on M.

From the last two theorems we have the following:

THEOREM 5.3. Let M be a 2n-dimensιonal contact Riemannian manifold in
which the vector field ξ is contravariant almost analytic and M a closed hyper-
surface in M whose first mean curvature is constant. We suppose that the inner
product of the vector ξ and the normal C to the hypersurface has constant sign
on M, and the Ricci curvature R(C, C) with respect to the normal C is non-
negative on M. Then every point of M is umbilical and R{C, C)=0 on M.

The vector fields ξ and η determine a 2-dimensional plane at each point of
M—MQ. We denote it by σ-plane. Evidently the σ-plane is invariant by the
almost complex structvre F. We cenote the distribution of σ-planes by D.

PROPOSITION 5.4. In a 2n-dimensional contact Riemannian manifold with
contravariant almost analytic vector field ζ, the distribution D is involutive.

Proof. By assumption we have

Then

K, vΎ=

from which our assertion is proved.
By Proposition 5.4, we see that through each point of the hypersurface there

passes a unique integral submanifold of the distribution D. Therefore, we can
speak of this integral submanifold L. As the tangent space at each point of L
is holomorphic, L is an invariant submanifold. Moreover it is well-known that
in an almost Kahlerian manifold, every invariant submanifold is always minimal
(Schouten and Yano [4]).

Let L be locally expressed as yκ=yκ(x1, x2). As L is invariant, we have
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from which we can easily see that (fτ

j) is an almost complex structure of L.
But, in general, an almost complex manifold of dimension 2 is necessarily com-
plex (Yano and Mutδ [10]). So L admits a complex structure.

Now, Ύ]λ being tangent to L, we can put as 7]λ=utBi

λ, and then we have
ui=ηλBi

λ. Differentiating the equation covariantly along L, we have

Vjui={Pμηλ)B/Bι

i+
2w

A=3

where CA

λ are 2n—2 orthonormals of L and HAji the second fundamental tensors
with respect to L. Hence we have

(5.2) / ii=Γ>M 1-Γ<M,.

If we put

φ=fJidxJdxt, u=Uidxι,

then from (1.1) and η=ηλdy*=uidxι=u it follows that φ=duφθ. Consequently
L is a 2-dimensional contact Riemannian manifold. Thus we have the following:

PROPOSITION 5.5. In a 2n-dimensional contact Riemannian manifold with
contravariant almost analytic vector field ξ, the integral submanifold L of the
distribution D is a Riemannian surface and admits a 2-dimensional contact Rie-
mannian structure.
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